Abstract. We give a complete classification of the set of parameters κ for which the singular value of E κ : z → exp(z) + κ escapes to ∞ under iteration. In particular, we show that every path-connected component of this set is a curve to infinity.
Introduction
In the study of quadratic polynomials, initiated by Douady and Hubbard [DH] , external rays play a vital role, both in the dynamical and the parameter plane. For the family of exponential maps, E κ : C → C; z → exp(z) + κ, where κ ∈ C, an analog of external rays in the dynamical plane was given in [SZ] . There it was shown that the path connected components of the set of escaping points, I(E κ ) := {z ∈ C : |E n κ (z)| → ∞}, are curves to infinity (see Section 2). In this article, we prove an analog of this theorem in the parameter plane.
Theorem 1. Every path-connected component of
I := {κ : κ ∈ I(E κ )} is a curve to infinity.
The parameter space of exponential maps was first studied in [BR, EL1] , though the focus of these articles lay on the structure of hyperbolic components. Parameter rays consisting of escaping parameters were first constructed in [DGH] (recently published as [BDG] ) for a rather restricted class of external addresses (compare Section 2).
Parameter rays with arbitrary bounded external addresses were constructed in [S] . These results were extended to a classification of parameters for which the singular value is on a dynamic ray, but is not the endpoint of a ray in [F] (to appear in revised form as [FS] ). The main part of our proof consists of extending this classification to the case of escaping endpoints, using results from [R2, RS1, RS2] . Date: April 14, 2008 . 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 37F10; Secondary 30D05. The second author was supported in part by the German-Israeli Foundation for Scientific Research and Development (G.I.F.), grant no. G-643-117.6/1999, and by the German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD).
Preliminaries
For the remainder of this paper, we will fix the function
as a model for exponential growth. Following [SZ] , a sequence s = s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . of entire numbers is called an external address; we also define the shift map σ(s 1 s 2 s 3 . . . ) := s 2 s 3 . . . . If E κ is an exponential map and z ∈ C, then we say that z has external address s if Im E k−1 κ (z) ∈ (2s k − 1)π, (2s k + 1)π for all k ≥ 1. An external address s is called exponentially bounded if there is x > 0 such that
for all k ≥ 1. The address s is called slow if there is a subsequence s n k := σ n k (s) of iterates under the shift such that all s n k are exponentially bounded with the same x. Otherwise, s is called fast.
Proposition 1 ( [SZ] ). Let κ ∈ C, and let s be an exponentially bounded address. Suppose first that κ / ∈ I(E κ ). Then there exists a number t s > 0 (which is independent of κ) and a simple curve g
, if s is fast, with the following properties.
• g κ s (t) has external address s for all sufficiently large t, (F (t) ) for all t (and s). The curves g κ s are exactly the path-connected components of I(E κ ) (in particular every escaping point lies on a unique such curve) and are called dynamic rays.
Now suppose that κ ∈ I(E κ ). Then the above is still true, with the following exception. There exist some s and t 0 such that κ = g κ s (t 0 ). Ifs is an address with σ n (s) = s, where n ≥ 1, then g κ s (t) is only defined for t > F −n (t 0 ). Every path-connected component of I(E κ ) is either a dynamic ray or is mapped into g κ s after finitely many iterations. Let us now turn to the question how parameters for which the singular value escapes are organized in the parameter plane. By the above result, for every such parameter the singular value of E κ either lies on some dynamic ray, or is the endpoint of a ray at fast address. The first case was completely described in [F] , building on results from [S] for bounded addresses.
Proposition 2 ([F]).
Let s be an exponentially bounded external address. Then for every t > t s , there exists a unique parameter κ = G s (t) with κ = g κ s (t). Furthermore, G s : (t s , ∞) → C is continuous, and |G s (t) − (t + 2s 1 πi)| → 0 as t → ∞.
Remark. Proposition 2 was proved in [DGH] for the case of bounded external addresses which are "regular", meaning that s k = s 1 for k > 1. This case is particularly easy to handle because the behavior of the corresponding dynamic rays is well-understood.
In the following, we will refer to the curves G s as parameter rays. As usual, the ray G s is said to land at a point κ ∈ C if G s (t) → κ as t → t s .
In order to extend Proposition 2 to escaping endpoints, we shall need two ingredients. The first is the fact that escaping endpoints depend holomorphically on the parameter.
Proposition 3 ([R2, Corollary 4.4]).
Let s be a fast external address, and suppose that κ is a parameter with κ / ∈ g κ σ n (s) for all n ≥ 1. Then there exists a neighborhood U of κ such that the function
is holomorphic in κ for fixed t and continuous in both variables.
Remark. In [R2] , a different parametrization of g κ s was used. This is not essential because the reparametrization which occurs is independent of κ.
The second tool we require is the following so-called "Squeezing Lemma" which was proved in [RS1] . Recall that a periodic point
Proposition 4 ([RS1, Theorem 3.5]). Let γ : [0, ∞) → C be a curve in parameter space such that E γ(t) has only repelling periodic points for all t. Suppose furthermore that lim t→∞ |γ(t)| = ∞. Then γ contains the curve G s [t 0 , ∞) for some exponentially bounded s and t 0 > t s .
Classification of Escaping Parameters
We now extend Proposition 2 to all escaping parameters.
Theorem 2. Let s be an exponentially bounded external address, and let t > t s (if s is slow) or t ≥ t s (if s is fast). Then there exists a unique parameter
Remark. By Proposition 1, it follows conversely that, for any escaping parameter κ, there exist unique t and s such that κ = G s (t).
Proof. For any fast exponentially bounded address s, let K s denote the limit set (in C) of the ray G s , and define A s := {κ ∈ C : g κ s (t s ) = κ}. By Proposition 2, it only remains to show that K s = A s and that this set consists of a single parameter. Consider the set
Indeed, let κ 0 ∈ B s and choose sequences κ j → κ and t j → t s with g κ j s (t j ) = κ j . Let n ≥ 0 be the smallest number for which g
We need to show that n = 0. Suppose not. Then, by the minimality of n, it follows that the ray g κ 0 σ n (s) contains κ 0 . Because of (2), and since κ 0 is an omitted value of E κ 0 , this means that κ 0 = g κ 0 σ n (s) (t) for some t > F n (t s ). However, then
This is a contradiction: a point cannot be both on a ray and the endpoint of another ray by the classification of escaping points (Proposition 1).
We claim that A s is discrete. Indeed, A s is the zero set of the analytic function κ → g κ s (t s ) − κ. Thus, if it is not discrete, then it has some open component U. By (1), it follows that U ⊂ A s ⊂ U. This in turn means that A s = U = C, which is a contradiction because C \ A s is clearly nonempty.
Since the limit set K s ⊂ A s is connected and A s is discrete, K s is either empty or consists of a single point. If K s is empty, then the ray G s lands at infinity, which is impossible by the Squeezing Lemma.
It thus remains to show that A s ⊂ K s . Let κ 0 ∈ A s , and let V be any small circular neighborhood of κ 0 with V ∩ A s = {κ 0 }. If t > t s is small enough, then by Hurwitz's theorem, the function κ → g κ s (t) − κ has at least one zero in V ; i.e. G s ∩ V = ∅ Remark. The Squeezing Lemma can also be used to give an alternative proof of the existence of parameter rays at their full length, see [R1, Section 5.12] .
Corollary 1 (First Entry of External Address). Let κ 0 be an escaping parameter, say
Proof. For sufficiently large t, G s (t) belongs to the strip (2s 1 − 1)π, (2s 1 + 1)π by Proposition 2. Since the lines {Im κ = (2k + 1)π} only contain attracting and parabolic parameters [BR] , the entire parameter ray G s belongs to this strip.
Accumulation Behavior of Parameter Rays
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we still need to show that a path-connected component of I cannot contain more than one parameter ray. To show this, we will require two more facts about parameter rays. In [R2] , a conjectured topological model for I was given, and certain continuity properties were proved. The following proposition is a special case of this.
Proposition 5 ( [R2, Corollary 11.3] ). Suppose that a parameter ray G s accumulates at some escaping parameter κ = Gs(t 0 ). Then G s also accumulates at Gs(t) for all t with ts < t < t 0 .
The second ingredient is a result which restricts the combinatorics of parameter rays which can land together. We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1 by showing:
Proposition 6 ([RS2
Theorem 3. Suppose that s is a slow address. Then G s does not land at an escaping parameter.
Proof. Suppose that G s lands at a parameter κ ∈ I; say κ = Gs(t). By Proposition 5, it follows thats is a fast address and t = ts. By Proposition 6, this implies that |s k − s k | ≤ 1 for all k ≥ 1, which is impossible sinces is fast and s is slow.
